Diploma level 3
Certification in golf coaching excellence
Do you love the game and want to inspire others to learn to play golf and play better
golf? Do you see yourself inspiring development in our youth, females or seniors?
Would you like to earn extra money or engineer a complete career change, here or
abroad? Have you have been coaching for years yet know your knowledge should
be producing better results? Whatever your reasons, this is your chance to learn
these completely unique skills designed to give you the cutting edge in a competitive
market.
Our organisation and training is designed to guarantee any golfer from beginner to
tour player will attain their desired goals, when coached by you, using our unique
methods, systems, processes and skills. Once you have learned these skills you can
decide to go on to enjoy the financial benefit of your investment. Those like you who
have, also enjoy our essential help and support necessary to develop their coaching
practice, taking their skills to a new dimension.

What unique skills will you learn when gaining the Level 3-certification of
excellence?
 Philosophies & strategies so different and advanced which deliver results
 The secrets of feedback not taught specifically anywhere else in the world of
coaching, meaning, your client has the potential to learn anything from
you
 Lesson process & structure, offering you maximum effectiveness gving you
the required confidence
 A complete and comprehensive understanding of the current market place
and how to find locations and generate new business

Benefits
 A new life purpose, worthy of your passion and enthusiasm
 The rewards which emanate from inspiring others
 Belonging to the largest worldwide, coach only, organisation
 The opportunity pass on your experience and knowledge to others
 The freedom to work when and where you want
 Belonging to an organisation which cares about you and your goals

What else is in it for you?
 Head office support and back-up from our experienced team on a daily basis
 Security and peace of mind because you train while in your current vocation
 Operate your own coach training business
 A marketing system guaranteeing an endless stream of satisfied clients
 The benefits of earning extra income
 Website "find a coach" facility, driving clients directly to you
Facts
 You can learn easily, quickly, mostly at home and while still in full time
employment
 You don’t have to be a good player to be an outstanding golf coach
 The skills required to be an outstanding golf coach are different from those
of being a player
 The demand for outstanding golf coaches has never been greater

Level 3 Diploma
Stage 1: On-line seminars and interactive training
When becoming a successful golf coach there is an extensive volume of essential
skills and philosophies to comprehend while gaining a definitive understanding of the
benchmarks you will aspire to achieve. Stage 1 offers you the incredible opportunity
of discovering these innovative methodologies, techniques and unique processes
that will make anyone an outstanding coach. Every single piece of information you
will need to learn to qualify to Level 3 is included in this section. Stage 2 and 3
solidify your learnings and offer you the chance to practice and receive expert
feedback.
Footage captured for previous trainings, new live trainings and specially recorded
seminars mean you will learn the essentials then attending further on-line interactive
conferences and seminars you meet your fellow trainees and have all your questions
answered while discovering many more to ask. You will be invited to complete
studies at home to ensure you have understood these bench marks before moving
on to the residential stage.
This information includes cutting edge technologies and systems, leaving you leaps
and bounds ahead of the opposition, guaranteeing an incredible return on your
investment whatever the future holds for you.
Stage 1 can be started immediately and we suggest if you intend to qualify for your
level 3 diploma that you attend the residential stage within 3 months of completing.
Once stage 1 is concluded satisfactorily you will be awarded your ‘Level 1
Certification in Golf Coaching’.

Stage 2: 5 Day Residential*
Already possessing the essential knowledge, now is the time to solidify and practice
those skills learnt in stage 1. Practical application and the feedback you receive now
accelerate you rapidly to a high level of competence which any client recognises
immediately as unique and highly professional. There are many assessment criteria
which are all achievable. When this stage is concluded satisfactorily you will be
awarded your ‘Level 2 certification in Golf Coaching’ and given ‘Practitioner Level 3
Golf Coach’ status.
This may be the most intensive period you have spent learning, in a lifetime. The
camaraderie builds from day one until the end when you will have new networking
friends for life. We usually meet the night before the official start, especially when
abroad. Each day will be full of incredible learning experiences you will recognise as
life changing opportunities and essential in your future role as a golf coach
Each session brings new and exciting insights into what you thought you already
knew and understanding and feedback to what you do know.
Everyone can succeed first time in gaining their practitioner, especially when your
preparation has been thorough.

Stage 3: Level 3 Full Certification*
Completed at you own pace, (minimum 1 month and up to 1 year) involving further
home study, acting on agreed personal coaching improvement plan, delivering case
histories for assessment and continuing to communicate on a daily bases. Also,
joining interactive on-line discussion groups and training before attending a final one
day practical assessment where you are awarded your fully qualified ‘Level 3 Golf
Coach’ status.
Once you are awarded your full level 3 certification we guarantee you have the
necessary skills to satisfy every client while enjoying the rewards so richly deserving
of your efforts.
Your new career starts now.
*Stage 2 and 3 can also be achieved using a 1-2-1 online process for those abroad

